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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
Your development team has created a new solution that is
deployed in a virtual network named fabDevVNet.
Your testing team wants to begin testing the solution in a
second Azure subscription.
You need to create a virtual network named fabTestVNet that is
identical to fabDevVNet. You want to achieve this goal by using
the least amount of administrative effort.
Which three steps should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1:
Box 2:
Box 3:

NEW QUESTION: 2
In which HSRP state is the router a candidate to become the

next active router for the group?
A. Learn
B. Listen
C. Backup
D. Initial
E. Standby
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The HSRP router in standby state (the standby router) is a
candidate to become the next active HSRP router should the
current active router fail.
The six HSRP states are defined as follows:
Initial state: All routers start in this state.
Learn state: The router is in the learn state when it has not
communicated with the active router. It does not know which
router is the active router and does not know the IP address of
the virtual router (if no HSRP IP address configured in the
router).
Listen state: Once the router hears from the active router and
knows the virtual IP address, it enters the listen state. It is
not the active or standby router.
Speak state: After a router learns the IP address of the
virtual router, it enters the speak state. It participates in
the active and standby router election. It sends hello messages
to the active router.
Standby state: When the active router has been elected, the
second router enters the standby state. This is the standby
router and it will become the active router if the active
router fails.
Active state: The router is in active state when it is
forwarding packets. It receives packets via the virtual IP
address.
Backup is not a valid HSRP router state.
Objective:
Infrastructure Services
Sub-Objective:
Configure and verify first-hop redundancy protocols
References:
Internetworking Case Studies &gt; Using HSRP for Fault-Tolerant
IP Routing Cisco &gt; Cisco IOS IP Application Services
Configuration Guide, Release 12.4 &gt; Part 1: First Hop
Redundancy Protocols &gt; Configuring HSRP

NEW QUESTION: 3
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use
the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different
goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is
exactly the same in each question in this series.

Your network contains a single Active Directory domain named
adatum.com.
The network contains five servers configured as shown in the
following table:
All of the servers run Windows Server 2012 R2.
Test_Server has a shared folder named ShareA. Only local users
have permissions to
ShareA.
The network contains a mainframe computer that is administered
by using the Telnet protocol.
The domain contains four client computers configured as shown
in the following table:
All of the client computers run the 64-bit version of Windows.
User3 frequently accesses
ShareA. Remote Desktop is enabled on Computer4.
Your company identifies the following requirements:
You need to configure Computer3 to meet the UAC requirement.
What should you use?
A. Credential Manager
B. Security Settings in the User Computer of the Local Computer
Policy.
C. User Account Control Settings
D. Security Options in the Computer Configuration of the Local
Computer Policy.
Answer: D
Explanation:
http://www.ghacks.net/2013/06/20/how-to-configure-windows-uac-p
rompt-behavior-for- admins-and-users/
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